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U-FE begins with the premise that 

evaluations should be judged by 

their utility and actual use.  

Therefore, evaluators should 

facilitate the evaluation process and 

design any evaluation with careful 

consideration of how everything 

that will be done, from beginning to 

end, will affect use.
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USE

• Take use seriously by evaluating use, the source of our own 
accountability and ongoing learning/professional development

• Different from dissemination

• Different from producing reports

• Groundwork laid and expectations set at the beginning

• Doesn’t happen naturally or automatically: requires skilled facilitation
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Overarching Principle

Focus on intended use, by and with 
intended users, in every aspect of, 

and at every stage of, an evaluation.



Minimum Specifications > MIN SPECS

“Establish only those very few requirements necessary to define something, leaving everything 

else open to the creative evolution of the complex adaptive system” (Zimmerman et al., 2001, 
p. 161)

U-FE MIN SPECS
Core elements identify what is essential, that is, what is the minimum 
that must occur for an evaluation to be considered utilization-focused.





U-FE MIN SPECS

1. Honor the personal factor. Identify and engage primary users.

2.  Be purpose driven. Focus on priority intended uses.

3.  Facilitate process use. Be active-reactive-interactive-adaptive in engaging users in all 
aspects of the evaluation.

4. Take a full-journey stance. Focus on use from beginning to end and every step along 
the way.

5. Adapt to context changes. When the context for an evaluation changes, the 
evaluation may need to change.



Primary 
Intended 

Users:
Who is the 

evaluation for?

Primary 
Intended 

Uses
What is the 

purpose of the 
evaluation?

Focus on use throughout:
How will everything that is done 

from beginning to end affect 
use?

Engage 
users

Monitor and adapt to context

MIN SPECS Framework for U-FE Thinking



Take a full-journey stance
Focus on use from beginning to end and every step along the way.

Readiness

Follow-
upEngagement

Prioritization

Findings 
Use

Adaptation

Reflecti
on

Process Use 



Adapt to context changes
When the context for an evaluation changes, the 
evaluation may need to change.

1. Include in evaluation designs and contracts language 
specifying that significant changes in context may lead to 
changes in the evaluation.

2. Pay attention to trends and patterns that may affect the 
evaluation. 

3. Be open to change.  Relevance is contextual. Use is 
contextual.
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Tensions
Different intended uses serve different 

purposes and, typically, 

different intended users.

Thus the need to FOCUS

and manage tensions

between and among different 
purposes.
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Balancing Different Purposes
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EVALUATION& the 
GLOBAL

PANDEMIC







GEORGE FLOYD,
“I CAN’T BREATHE.”







“We are the first 
generation to know 
that we are destroying 
the planet, 
and the last
generation that can do 
anything about it.”

WWF (2018)



Post-normal 
world









Evaluation grew 
up in the 

“projects”

Evaluation grew up in the 
projects



Evaluation
Traditional

Evaluating…

• Projects & Programs

• Clusters of grants

• Goal attainment

• Outcomes

• Implementation

Generating...

• Findings

• Lessons

• Recommendations 

Nontraditional & 

New Directions:

Evaluating…

• Mission fulfillment

• Strategy

• Principles & values

• Advocacy campaigns

• Policy change

• Systems Change

• Complex dynamic 
interventions
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Innovations & Challenges: 
Evaluating…

• Community impacts

• Regional initiatives

• Networks and collaborations

• Leadership

• Inclusiveness and diversity

• Innovation

• Collective impact

• Scaling 

• Environmental ecosystem sustainability
• Global systems change: TRANSFORMATION
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Global problems transcend national and 
agency boundaries

• Climate change

• Economic turbulence

• Refugees

• Virulent infectious diseases

• Dying oceans

• Global cyber-terrorism

• International drug cartels

• Human trafficking 

• Weapons trafficking

• Poverty and inequality

• Multi-national corporate collusion



➢

Global problems

➢The definitions of the problems are disputed
➢The “facts” are a matter of intense debate
➢Politics and special interests dominate:

-- national interests
-- multi-national corporate interests
-- agency agendas
-- competition for resources

➢The stakes are huge



“

“We can not solve our problems with the 
same level of thinking that created them.”





Think globally
Act globally &  

locally
Evaluate the interactions
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LOCAL
GLOBAL

GLOCAL





SUSTAINABILITY as a universal 
criterion in evaluations



2015 2019



BATTLE of 
OUR TIME

Closing session Friday



VALUES: DEI • Diversity

• Equity

• Inclusion



All evaluations should 
address equity

Jara Dean-Coffey
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EQUITY



Social

Justice

Environmental

Activism 

Environmental

Justice



TRANSFORMATION

DECOLONIZATION

SYSTEMS

CLIMATE CHANGE



POLYCRISIS

Coronavirus

Pandemic

Infodemic:

Shared 
knowledge

Economic

Turbulence

Climate

Emergency

Equity/

Justice



U-FE 5th

Edition
with

Charmagne E. 
Campbell-Patton



TRANSFORMATION

EQUITY

SUSTAINABILITY







UTILZATION-FOCUSED, 
PROCESS-USE-ORIENTED, 
DEVELOPMENTAL,
PRINCIPLES-FOCUSED 
BLUE MARBLE 
EVALUATION
in support of and
guided by a
THEORY of 
TRANSFORMATION
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Systems thinking:

Thinking beyond projects and silos 

to systems transformation

Transformational thinking
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Logic 
Models

Theory of 
Change

Theory of 
Transfor-
mation

Evolution of 
Evaluation

Goal 
Attainment



Theory of
Transformation
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Carol H. Weiss

Theory of Change:

“Nothing as Practical 
as a Good Theory”
1995 Aspen Institute

Nov. 7, 1926 -

Jan. 8, 2013
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Multiple theories of change
One significant point should be mentioned here. A program may 
operate with multiple theories. 

I do not mean that different actors each have their own theories, 
but that the program foresees several different routes by which the 
expected benefits of the program can materialize. 

To take a simple example, a counseling program may work because 
the counselor gives support and psychological insight that enables a 
young person to understand her situation and cope with it; it may 
work because the counselor serves as a role model for the young 
woman; it may work because the counselor provides practical 
information about jobs or money management; it may work 
because the counselor refers the client to other useful sources of 
help. 

All of those mechanisms are possible, and some or all of them may 
work simultaneously.



A community initiative may work through a variety 
of different routes. There is no need to settle on one 
theory.

In fact, until better evidence accumulates, it would 
probably be counterproductive to limit inquiry to a 
single set of assumptions.



Weiss wisdom

✓Evaluation should probably seek to follow the unfolding of several 
different theories about how the program leads to desired ends. 

✓It should collect data on the intermediate steps along the several 
chains of assumptions and abandon one route only when evidence 
indicates that effects along that chain have petered out.



Independent
Evaluation
Group,
The World 
Bank
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Evaluation 
becomes part 
of the 
intervention

Design, 
implementation, 
and
evaluation are
integrated





Principles of Systems Thinking

•Interrelationships

•Perspectives

•Boundaries

•Dynamics



Understanding complex, 
dynamic interconnections





The Water of Systems Transformation





SYSTEMS CHANGE … beyond projects

•Deep

•Broad

•Long-term



Systems thinking:

Thinking beyond projects and silos 

to systems transformation

Transformational thinking
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SYSYTEMS COMPLEXITY

• Interconnections

• Perspectives

• Boundaries

• Dynamics

• Emergence

• Nonlinearities

• Uncertainty

• Uncontrollable

• Adaptation

Beyond Projects and Programs



Evaluators part 
of the design 

process





Think globally
Act locally & globally

Evaluate interactions

TRANSFORMATION





Interdependence
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Ubuntu in Nguni languages, 

or botho in Sotho.

“My humanity is caught up and is inextricably bound up in yours. I'm 
human because I belong. The principle of ubuntu means wholeness. It 
is knowledge that we belong to a greater whole and are diminished 
when others are humiliated or diminished, when others are tortured or 
oppressed, or treated as if they were less than who they are. Our 
purpose is social and communal harmony and well-being.”  

Bishop DesmondTutu
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